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Exploration activities are weaker than exploitation in the competition of scarce
organizational resource. The weakness or the vulnerability in exploration has
an impact on the survival of the exploration activity. These vulnerabilities
in exploration activities also causes organizational tensions. This thesis
explores a) various vulnerabilities of an exploration activity in a technology
company and how these vulnerabilities are interlinked b) how organizational ten-
sions caused by these vulnerabilities are perceived at different levels of organization.

Building on the current literature of organizational theory and strategic man-
agement, the thesis puts forward a causal relationship of different vulnerabilities
in exploration activities. The thesis also proposes a model which shows how
organizational tensions percolate the walls of organizational hierarchy. To study
the phenomena empirically, a qualitative explorative approach is undertaken. In
the case study company, 25 semi-structured interviews were conducted. Gioia’s
methodology is used to analyze the data.

The main findings of the thesis are a) Identifying the main vulnerabilities of the
exploration activity and finding a causal relationship among them b) Identifying
how various tensions flow through organizational hierarchy and how their intensity
changes at different organizational hierarchy.

In terms of theoretical significance, the thesis provides a new insight into relationship
between various vulnerabilities of exploration activities and how these vulnerabilities
accentuate each other. This study can also be used by top management team, in
their quest to improve the survival of exploration activities, by analyzing what
vulnerabilities of exploration activities are not by design and hence can be corrected.

Keywords: Exploration, Paradox, Organizational tensions, Resource dependency,
Neo-Institutional theory, Group relations
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Organizational evolution is like evolutionary biology in the sense that long periods of
incremental changes are punctuated with brief period of rapid revolutionary changes
[1]. In management literature, the activities which are symbolized by long periods of
incremental changes are called exploitation activities and the activities which are part
of rapid revolutionary changes are denoted as exploration activity. So, exploration
are the activities which symbolize discovery, variation, risk taking, flexibility and
innovation; on the other hand, exploitation activities are symbolized by efficiency,
control, implementation, execution and refinement [2], [75].

Organizations need to balance between exploration and exploitation to remain rele-
vant over time [2]. The capability of an organization to balance the exploration and
exploitation simultaneously is called organizational ambidexterity [3]. It has been
shown that ambidextrous organizations have positive association with longer survival
rate, better financial performance and more innovation [3], [7], [18], [20], [76],[77],
[78], [79], [80].

Exploitation and exploration are contradictory yet inter-related activities [4], [81].
They are contradictory because exploitation strives for control and exploration for
flexibility, exploitation strives for stability and exploration for change. They are
inter-related because organizations have finite financial and human resources and
both these activities compete for these resources and both are needed for survival
of an organization. Such contradictory yet inter-related activities are termed as
paradoxes in management literature [5].

Paradoxical activities such as exploration and exploitation need different manage-
ment strategies, such as different managerial cognition, different rate of learning, and
different managerial skills. These activities also compete for the limited resources in
an organization. Hence, they create tension in the organization both at macro and
micro level. Tension generates frustration, anxiety, stress and discomfort among the
employees [6]. Various methods have been proposed to deal with paradoxes either
at organization level (e.g. spatial or temporal separation [5]) or at managerial level
(e.g. dynamic capability [4]). These studies provide frameworks either to resolve
paradoxes or to make them salient. Paradoxes and organizational ambidexterity have
been the focus of management literature for a long time [3], [22], [82], [83], [84], [85],
[86], [87], [91].

Exploration activities, in particular, are more vulnerable in the organization than
exploitation activities [2]. One of the reasons is that there are uncertain returns from
exploration compared to exploitation. Moreover, the horizon of these returns is longer
as compared to exploitation. Exploitation activities, on the other hand, are tied with
certainty and speed. The consistencies in returns, the well-defined processes, the
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sense of control and the clarity of feedback loops also improves exploitation activities
with time [2]. Exploration activities on the other hand are mostly away from day
to day action and lack clear processes, feedback or the sense of control. All these
perceived weaknesses in exploration cause frustration and hence create tension in
the organization [81]. The weaknesses that creep into explorative activities either
because of nature of explorative activities or design of the organization are called
’vulnerabilities of exploration’ in this thesis.

So, current literature crystallizes the importance of paradoxical activities and the
significance of establishing a balance between those activities. At the same time
the literature also establishes that exploration is more vulnerable than exploitation.
However, there is not much research available on the vulnerabilities of exploration
activity as felt by the employees working on exploration activities. There is a void in
current research literature on topics such as how are the vulnerabilities felt at the
unit where exploration work is implemented, what is the relationship between these
vulnerabilities and how the vulnerabilities change their intensity across organizational
hierarchy. This thesis does not claim to fill this void, but the aim is to bring the
vulnerabilities of exploration to the forefront in a single case study setting and bring
up the topic for future research.

1.2 Research Objective and Research Question

It is evident from the background and motivation section 1 of the thesis that a
balance between exploration and exploitation is needed for the longevity of an or-
ganization. It is also evident that exploration is more vulnerable in this balance
and hence will need more nurturing. This thesis focuses on the vulnerabilities that
employees in exploration activity face in a technology company. The company has
many established products and is in the process of making a new explorative product.
The study was guided by the below research objective:

Explore the vulnerabilities, the relationship between these vulnerabilities and the ten-
sion caused by these vulnerabilities as felt by the employees in an exploration activity
of a technology company.

The research objective is reached by answering these research questions (RQ):

1. What are the main vulnerabilities of an exploration activity in the case study
company and how do these vulnerabilities make their way into the exploration
activities?

2. How these vulnerabilities are related to each other?

3. How are the tensions caused by these vulnerabilities felt at different hierarchies
in the organization?
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1.3 Scope and Structure

The research is conducted as an in-depth single-case study analyzing the vulnerabili-
ties of explorative activity by interviewing the employees of an explorative activity in
a technology company. With regards to theory, the study brings together theoretical
perspectives from different organizational theories, such as resource dependence the-
ory and neo-institutional theory, and strategic management theories such as tipping
point leadership. The case highlights the vulnerabilities of explorative activities as
perceived by the practitioners and how can these vulnerabilities be understood from
the lens of organizational theories and strategic management theories.

Apart from analyzing the vulnerabilities of the exploration activity through the lens
of existing literature, the research also focuses on the causal relationship among
these vulnerabilities and how the tension created by these vulnerabilities flow across
organization hierarchy. This was identified as a valid scope for the thesis as the case
company, which already had many established products, was at the time of writing
the thesis exploring a new product. The new product was already in development
for few years and had gone through some big strategic and organizational shifts. The
analysis in the field is done at the Business Unit (BU) where the exploration work
on this new product was performed.

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the relevant literature
and sets up the base for understanding the terms and context of the thesis. Chapter
3 describes the methodology used in this thesis. It also undertakes the task of
explaining how data is collected and analyzed. Chapter 4 sheds light on the main
findings of the thesis. This is followed by Chapter 5, in which the discussion continues
to build models based on the findings from the data analysis. Chapter 6 concludes
the thesis and also provides a view on the potential future work.
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2 Literature Review
The thesis work started with initial basic idea about the vulnerabilities of the explo-
ration activity, especially in the case study company. The author started by analyzing
the literature on exploration and exploitation to understand the similarities and dif-
ferences between the two activities and how organizations try to build ambidexterity.
At the onset of research for the thesis few of the vulnerabilities in the exploration
activity of the case study company were already visible such as resource dependence
on unreliable resources and problem with strategy implementation. Other themes
such as viewing exploration through institutional theory lens and group relations
emerged during the research for the thesis. This section describes the major lit-
erature that has been referred to or used in this thesis. The first two subsections
on exploration vs. exploitation 2.1 and organization tension 2.2 provide a building
block for the background knowledge on the thesis topic. The remaining subsections
provide understanding about the literature on the major vulnerabilities that were
seen during the research. Literature synthesis has been carried out at the end of this
chapter.

2.1 Exploration, exploitation and ambidexterity - Concep-
tual background

As the focus of the thesis is to study vulnerabilities of exploration activity, it is
important to understand how exploration activities are implemented in conjunction
with exploitation activities. A good understanding of various cadences of exploration
and exploitation implementation in organizations will give a suitable background of
the landscape where this thesis work was conducted.

The importance of maintaining a balance between exploration and exploitation
activities is well known [1], [7], [8], [9]. Although, it can be argued that it is not an
easy balance to perform because organizations need to address competing demands
at the same time [4]. Both the activities require contradictory behavior, processes,
learning modes, structure, strategies and capabilities [2].

Lot of studies have been carried out on how to balance between exploration and
exploitation. The ability of an organization to simultaneously chase exploration
and exploitation is called organizational ambidexterity [1]. The various options of
balancing these two activities are called modes for balancing [10]. The various modes
of balancing or ambidexterity are defined below. [11]:

• Structural ambidexterity: The organization may decide to divide the resources
between exploitation and exploration. It was Duncan [12] who first introduced
structural ambidexterity by arguing that a ‘dual structure’ is needed to manage
conflicting demands. McDonough and Leifer [13] and Christensen and Raynor
[14] are other proponent of this theory. The most common method of achiev-
ing structural ambidexterity has been to divide exploration and exploitation
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activities into separate Business Units [15], [16], [17].

Figure 1: Structural Ambidexterity

There are some inherent problems with this method of achieving ambidexterity
[18]. The main problem with structural separation is that it may lead to seclu-
sion of a Business Unit. The innovative idea may remain inside the boundaries
of the explorative Business Unit and may not get integrated into the company.
Moreover, the exploitative unit may lose its explorative side and may not be at
its creative best [11].

• Punctuated Ambidexterity: The genesis of this ambidexterity is the under-
standing that organization evolution happens through periods of stability which
are punctuated by sudden change [1]. One method of achieving ambidexterity
is temporal separation of these activities. One Business Unit focuses on ex-
ploitation for some period of time and on exploration during another period of
time [19]. This kind of ambidexterity may stop a Business Unit from becoming
inert [11].

The ability to cope up with this change of moving from one skill set to another
is one of the major drawbacks of this ambidexterity.

• Contextual ambidexterity: Introduced by Birkinshaw and Gibson, [18] con-
textual ambidexterity is at the individual level and hinges on the behavioral
capacity of an individual to simultaneously balance alignment of exploitation
with adaptability of exploration [20], [21]. The individual employee makes plan
about how to work simultaneously on these contrasting activities. Support of
managers is of paramount importance in this ambidexterity [18], [22]. In a
contextual ambidexterity mode, individuals are shifting between two different
cognitive modes and hence it demands a complex mindset [23].
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Figure 2: Punctuated Ambidexterity

Figure 3: Contextual Ambidexterity

• Peripatric Ambidexterity: This ambidexterity mode can also be called ‘human
trait of ambidexterity’ [20]. There is not much literature available for this
mode of ambidexterity. The substitution of one product with another can be
an example of this ambidexterity. The founding teams’ past affiliation and the
previous experience of executives may shape this ambidexterity. For example, a
wide array of previous roles of an Executive may bring an explorative cognition
whereas a single company experience may bring deeper understanding of current
process and routines in the company. So, a firm may need to change its top
management team based on the work at hand [11]

2.2 Paradox of contradictory and complementary demands -
Organizational tensions

Organizational tension is a major theme of this thesis. How these tensions are intro-
duced, how do they percolate through organizational hierarchy and how they are felt
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Figure 4: Variants of ambidexterity [11]

at various levels of organizations is what has been evaluated in this thesis. So, it is of
paramount importance that we review the current literature on organizational tension.

As contradictory demands such as performance vs. efficiency, exploration vs. ex-
ploitation, flexibility vs. rigidity increase on organizations, the environment creates
more tension for practitioners [4]. These contradictory demands are called para-
doxes in management literature. The main reason for the organizational tensions is
that the paradoxes drag the organization in divergent direction creating frustration
to practitioners. Such frustration inculcates into tension [81]. The organizational
tensions have been categorized into four main categories [4]:

• Learning

• Belonging

• Performing

• Organizing

Learning paradoxes arise because of the need to change and construct the
future. This involves dismantling the past as well. This is also the paradoxical
tension between the balance of evolutionary and revolutionary activities inside an
organization.

Belonging paradoxes arise because of the individual vs. the group dynamics.
Competing identities, co-existing yet opposite roles and group memberships are few
examples of this paradoxical tension.

Performing paradoxes arise because of conflicting demands from different
stakeholders in the organization.
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Organizing paradoxes arise because the conflicting demands may need conflict-
ing processes and design. One example can be conflicting vs. collaborating demands
in business units.

Figure 5: Types of Organizational Tensions [4]

There are tensions at the boundaries of these categories as well. Organizing and
learning tension stems from the need in an organization to disrupt current working
processes to include new routines. Belonging and organizing spur tensions between
the individual and group. Organizational structure should enable individual to keep
their individuality but at the same time help improve group’s output. Belonging and
performing tension arises when one’s goals collide with one’s identification. Learning
and performing tension emerge when there are contradictory goals such as learning
for future while performing for present. Learning and belonging tension focus on the
desire to upgrade one’s skills at the same time keeping the developed sense of one.
Organizing and performing is the tension between the process and the outcome.

2.3 Managing the demands of external environment - A Re-
source dependency theory perspective

As discussed in the Introduction section 1 of this thesis, uncertainty is one of the vul-
nerabilities of exploration activity. A resource dependency of exploration activity on
unreliable resources further amplifies this vulnerability. At the onset of the research for
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this case study, when the author was evaluating the landscape for the research work,
resource dependence of exploration activity on exploitation activity was viewed as a
potential problem. Hence, resource dependence theory is analysed here to understand
this vulnerability better. The seminal work on resource dependence is put forward
by Jeffrey Pfeffer and Gerald Salancik [24] and is explained in the next few paragraphs.

Resource dependence theory (RDT) postulates that the behavior of an organization
can be understood by understanding the context or the environment it is working in
[24]. It argues that the survival of an organization is hinged upon its effectiveness.
Effectiveness in turn is managed by managing demands of different interest groups
and stakeholders on which the organization depends for their resources and support.

The theory postulates that organizations are not self-sufficient or self-contained. One
of the important things that is needed for the survival of an organization is how or-
ganization acquires and maintains its resources. Organizations work in an ecosystem
which consist of other organizations as well. And many a times the organization
depends on these other organizations for their resources. Resource dependency theory
claims that to be in a dependable relation with other organization or with the environ-
ment is not problematic. The problem arises when the environment is not dependable.
So, the existence of an organization is not only a function of its internal system such
as its structure, process, leadership etc. but also a function of its external environ-
ment and the constraints that the organization receives from its external environment.

Resource dependence theory distinguishes between efficiency and effectiveness of an
organization. The theory contends that efficiency of an organization is an internal
standard. It is defined as ratio of output to input. It is a parameter that defines how
well something is done. Effectiveness, on the other hand, is a measure of the ability of
the organization to create acceptable outcomes and results. In principle, this means
that effectiveness determines that should the organization do what it does? It is an
external standard. For example, when consumers and Government question the coal
as an option of energy, it is an issue of effectiveness, not efficiency, of the coal industry.
The important point to note here is that effectiveness is judged by those outside
the organization. Effectiveness, in that sense, is a measure of worthiness of what
is being done in the organization and of the resources that the organization consumes.

This external view of effectiveness makes the environment of the organization impor-
tant. The environment of an organization can affect its outcome. Organizations are
involved in exchange with other groups or organizations in their environment. This
activity may include exchange of ideas, resources, or money. As we discussed, no
organization is self-sufficient so there is a dependency on the environment to provide
support. In exchange for this support, the external environment which consist of
other organizations or group of people or individuals demand some actions. It will
be difficult for an organization to survive if it does not fulfil these demands. This
organizational dependence on the environment makes the control of environment on
organization inevitable.
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2.4 Exploration activities’ battle for survival - A Neo-Institutional
theory perspective

Shane and Foo [74] establish that the survival rate of the new organizations is
abysmally low. They view the high mortality rate of new organizations through
the lens of institutional theory and claim that with greater age, the probability
of failure of new organization decreases because with time the new organizations
adopt the norms and values of the environment. Exploration activities can also be
viewed as new organizations, even within established firms. There are new teams
and new work which may demand new processes and new practices. Hence, in the
search for vulnerability of exploration, the focus of this thesis was also on viewing
the vulnerabilities of our case study organization through the optics of institutional
theory. The next few paragraphs summarize the pillars of neo-institutional theory to
better understand the vulnerability of our case study.

Institutions are defined as social structure that are resilient and are made up of
“cultural-cognitive, normative and regulative elements” [25]. These elements when
combined with related activities give meaning and stability to social life [25]. Insti-
tutional theory discusses how and why the norms, structures, processes, routines
become rules for social behavior of organizations [26]. By adhering with these rules
and becoming isomorphic, organizations increase their chances of survival [27].

Neo-Institutional theory proclaims that the survival of an organization depends on
the fit of the organization with its environment [25], [26], [27], [29]. The external
environment deems some structures rational and legitimate. The failure or success
of an organization depends on the organization’s ability to adopt these structures.
In this sense, neo-institutional theory explains the homogeneity among different or-
ganizations in respect of their forms, processes and structures. Apart from resources
and customers, organizations also compete for social and economic fitness as well
as for the legitimacy. The organizations may start as disparate entities, but to seek
resources and legitimacy, they become similar over time.

Isomorphism is a concept that captures this process of homogenization. Hawley [28]
describes isomorphism as a process that makes one unit in a population very similar
to another unit because of its external environment.

DiMaggio and Powell [29] put forward three processes through which institutional
isomorphism can happen:

• Coercive Isomorphism

• Mimetic Isomorphism

• Normative Isomorphism
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Coercive isomorphism: When the focal organization is dependent on external
organizations for resources and for legitimacy, the external organization may control
or put pressure on the focal organization to become isomorphic. This kind of
isomorphism is called coercive isomorphism. The control or the pressure that the
external environment puts can be both explicit or implicit.

Mimetic isomorphism: This isomorphism results from response of focal
organization due to uncertainty. When there is ambiguity of goals or when the
technology is not certain, there is an urge in organizations to mimic the models
of other well-established organizations. Imitation may happen intentionally or
unintentionally. Intentional imitation for example may happen because of consulting
firms’ guidance and unintentional imitation may for example happen because of
employee switching jobs. In any industry, it is a very common practice to model new
organization upon established ones and this is one of the sources of homogeneity [93].
One of the important reasons of mimetic isomorphism is also legitimacy. Organization
model themselves upon their more successful counterpart to gain legitimacy from
social environment. Such imitation may not necessarily increase the efficiency of the
focal organization.

Normative isomorphism: Another form of isomorphism is normative isomor-
phism. Professionalization is the major source of such isomorphism [94]. Universities
and other professional institutes, for example, may be considered as the places where
industry norms are developed. Engineers, managers coming out of these institutions
have already been drilled many organizational norms. When these professional join
different organizations they help to create homogeneity in organization’s structures
and processes. Moreover, the pool from which the organization hire their employees for
certain roles is limited, so the hiring process also creates homogeneity in organizations.

Isomorphism may not necessarily improve efficiency in an organization; but it is
anyways sought because it lends legitimacy to organizations and helps organizations
to gain reputation and embed them well in the social environment where they exist.
[29]

DiMaggio and Powell [29] also contend that if there is a resource dependence of an
organization on other organization, the focal organization becomes more like the
organization it is dependent upon.

2.5 A cornerstone of stability of an organization - Organiza-
tional legitimacy

As established from section 2.3 and 2.4, exploration as an institution is weak by
nature and its dependency on unreliable resources further makes it vulnerable by
questioning its legitimacy and right to exist. Legitimacy is conferred to an organiza-
tion when organizations are desirable as well as understandable [34]. Organizational
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legitimacy emerged as the major vulnerability of the exploration activity during the
interviews for this thesis. The next few paragraphs will develop our understanding
of organizational legitimacy to better appreciate it as a major vulnerability which
was seen by the practitioners of exploration in our case study.

Definition of organizational legitimacy is divided in two school of thoughts, the
evaluative and the cognitive. The authors from evaluative side [24], [31], [32], [33]
argue that via legitimation process an organization justifies to its environment, its
right to exist. The authors from the cognitive side [34], [95] contend that legitimacy
is garnered to organization when organizations are understandable i.e. when the
existing cultural norms justify organization’s existence.

Pfeffer and Salanick [24] proclaim that organizations are evaluated by society for their
usefulness and legitimacy mainly because organizations consume society’s resources.
Legitimacy is a conferred symbol because the actors outside the organization award
it to the focal organization. It is also noticeable mostly in its absence than in its
presence [24].

Legitimacy is desirable for an organization because it provides stability and com-
prehensibility to an organizational activity [36]. Legitimate organizations are also
more likely to attract resources because of their outlook of appropriateness and trust-
worthiness [33]. Organizations that are not perceived as legitimate are vulnerable
because they are seen as “negligent, irrational and unnecessary” [37].

Three broad types of organizational legitimacy are defined as follows [36]:

• Pragmatic Legitimacy

• Moral Legitimacy

• Cognitive Legitimacy

Pragmatic legitimacy: Legitimacy which is bestowed to an organization
because the self-interest of some of organization’s audience gets affected because of
this act, is pragmatic legitimacy. It includes an exchange between organization and
some of its audience. The organization’s action in this kind of legitimacy may have a
direct impact on the well- being of the audience and hence audience is persuaded to
provide legitimacy to the organization. For this reason, this legitimacy is also called
exchange legitimacy. Another type of legitimacy that fall under the broader definition
of pragmatic legitimacy is influence legitimacy. The audience confers legitimacy to
the organization because they may believe that the organization may underpin some
of their larger interest and not necessarily because of any exchange. There is another
legitimacy which falls under pragmatic legitimacy, it is called dispositional legitimacy.
Audience provide legitimacy to those organizations which match their interest, taste
or value which audience believe are trustworthy.
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Figure 6: Organizational legitimacy [36]

Moral legitimacy: Legitimacy that is designated to an organization when the
organization fits the "pro-social" logic or the positive norms that its environment
sets is called moral legitimacy [38]. Consequential legitimacy is an example of moral
legitimacy. Organizations producing socially valued consequences such as academic
test scores, automobile emission standard are deemed to be consequential legitimate.
Organizations which accept socially accepted techniques and procedures are feted
with procedural legitimacy [39]. An organization may also gain structural legitimacy
when the audience deem it as valuable because its structure makes it to be categorized
as morally favored. For example, the organization might receive the tag that it is
“the right organization for certain job”. The charisma of organizational leader may
lend the organization personal legitimacy. Individuals play an important role in
legitimating new institutions [40].

Cognitive legitimacy: An organization may also seek or receive some passive
acknowledgement of its existence. It just needs to make sense to the audience and
confirm its existence as necessary in the minds of audience based on some cultural
norms. The outlook in the minds of the audience may be positive, negative or
neutral but in each case, its existence may be taken for granted. Such legitimacy is
termed as cognitive legitimacy in the literature. Legitimacy in this form may arise
because the story of the organization’s existence meshes with the belief system and
experienced reality of audience [41]. This is called comprehensibility legitimacy. The
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other cognitive legitimacy is called taken-for-granted legitimacy. If the alternatives
are not even thinkable and there is no challenging competition to the organization
then it may attain taken-for-granted legitimacy.

2.6 Starvation of resources in exploration - A power imbal-
ance perspective

Resource dependence of exploration activities on unreliable exploitation activities
puts the legitimacy of exploration activities in question. But what is the reason for
these unreliable resources? Why exploration in this resource dependence relationship
does not get high priority. The answer to these questions goes through the literature
of power imbalance.

Power is not an attribute of individual actors, it is the social relation that creates
power imbalance between two entities [42]. The power of A over B is directly propor-
tional to the dependence of B over A [42], [89].

Let’s denote Power of A over B by Pab and denote Dependence of A over B as Dab,
then Emerson [42] suggests that this power relationship can be represented as:

Pab = Dba
Pba = Dab

The reciprocity in this relationship raises the question of balance and imbalance
of power. If, for example there is a dependence of B over A for some resources,
but A has no dependence over B, then this situation will create a power imbalance
relationship between A and B, where A has power over B. Power imbalance in this
sense represents power of one actor over another [43]. Emerson [42] thus describes
power advantage as Pab – Pba. This power advantage creates power imbalance.

Another important factor in this relationship pointed by Emerson [42] is source of
alternate resources. In case, the dependent organization is able to find alternate
sources of resources then the power of A over B is reduced. So, it can be said that if
an organization gets its resources from environment to meet its dependencies, and if
there are fewer source of supplies of these resources, and if the resources are very
critical to the organization, this will increase the asymmetry of the relationship and
hence power imbalance will increase between the organization and its environment.
[44].

Blau [45] extended Emerson’s work by claiming that in a social exchange if an actor is
not able to reciprocate the dependency, it ends up giving compliance to pay his debt.
Jacobs [44] also iterates that the subdominant organization may not even realize
that they are being controlled by other organization or there is a power imbalance
and it is at a disadvantage in this relationship. In the same spirit, Wrong [46] points
out that even the dominant organization may not realize that they are controlling
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the subdominant organization. Power and hence control of one organization over
other can also explain the different vulnerabilities of subdominant organization.

2.7 Exploration demands change - A strategic change and
strategy implementation perspective on exploration

Exploration as an activity is an offspring of desire for change. Change is inevitable
in all aspects of life. During the lifetime of a successful organization, it goes through
change many a times. Yet change is also difficult, and is not generally liked by people
[47]. Change also requires considerable time to implement. Having a good strategy
is important, but what is more important is to be able to implement it. A vast
majority of organizations fail at strategy implementation [96]. In the subsection below
we discuss few ways to implement strategic changes. These strategic management
perspectives will equip us with the knowledge to understand the strategic changes
and their implementation and how these strategic changes were implemented in our
case study.

Tipping Point Leadership [48] To transform the organization, a change in
the mindset of critical mass is needed as per conventional leadership wisdom. This
requires huge resources, time and energy, and all of these are scarce. Tipping point
leadership, on the other hand, focuses on extremes. This means that it focuses on the
people, the acts and activities which offer disproportionate effect on the organization.
It propagates the message that by focusing on key influencers, key messages, and
key activities a change in the core can be achieved quickly and cheaply.

There are many sources of resistance to change as shown in Figure 8. To successfully
transform the organization all these hurdles need to be overcome.

Getting the people to agree on the various causes of organizational problems and
the need for change, is often the hardest problem. This is represented by cognitive
hurdle. Key managers need to be placed where organizational problems exist and
see these problems face to face. Communication flow both top down and bottom up
is important to break such hurdle.

Once people around see the reality and agree for change, the next step is to get the
needed resources, which are almost always scarce. Many leaders do two things at
this point, either reduce their ambition which demotivates the staff or engage with
bankers or ask higher management for resources, which is a time consuming process.
One of the ways by which these two methods can be circumvented is by focusing
on the bottleneck areas. Such areas have largest payoffs and once these are fixed,
resources become free to be used at other parts of the organization.

After making employees understand the need for change, the next step is to make
employees want to implement the change with limited resources. Key influencers
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Figure 7: Tipping Point Leadership [48]

play an important role in this endeavor. The key influencers are like kingpin once
they are motivated everyone in the organization is touched by their message and
influence.

Organizational politics is a truth that needs no introduction. Internal change agents
may be threatened by their loss of status. Breaking this hurdle is important to
overcome resistance of change. Making powerful coalition and agreements with
naysayers is one of the important policies that is needed to overcome political hurdles.

Cognitive and Resource hurdles stop the organization from formulating and reorienting
the strategy, whereas motivational and political hurdles create obstacles for rapid
implementation of strategy.

Dialogical Model of Change [49] Study of successful and not so successful
firms points out that successful firms have clear responsibilities and priorities and
also enable extensive communication [50]. In the dialogical model of change Weick
and Quinn [49] suggest that there are four steps in the process of organizational
change which are discussed briefly below.

Strategy is formulated and communicated to implementer. Once the implementer
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Figure 8: Sources of Resistance [48]

understands the message, she communicates her understanding. Formulator under-
stands how implementer has understood the strategy and modifies her own knowledge
and strategy as well as implementer’s strategy in a process of dialogue. Strategy
implemention is then set into action.

Eight steps of transformation in an organization [51] Kotter [51] explains
that change process goes through phases and such renewal activity generally takes
time. He prescribed eight steps of implementing strategic changes:

1. Establishing a sense of urgency: Examining deeply the technical trends, market
situation, competitive position, identifying new market opportunities and
communicating the upcoming crisis in an honest way is the important first step.
Without this clear and strong message the change will not happen. Kotter [51]
mentions that 50% of the organizations fail at this first step of transformation.

2. Forming a power guiding coalition: Bigger changes in an organization needs
support from the Head of the organization. Kotter says that in fact such
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Figure 9: Dialogical Model of Change [49]

changes need the support from coalition of powerful people in the organization;
powerful, in terms of titles, expertise, reputation etc.

3. Creating a vision: A vision for the future direction emerges from the guiding
coalition and a strategy to achieve this vision is required as well. Without such
vision and strategy, transformation effort will mislead the organization into
haphazard direction.

4. Communicating the vision: Transformation is possible only if thousands of
employees are willing to support it. Such support often comes at the expense
of short-term gains. Such sacrifice can come only if employees understand the
vision. Without effective communication, it is not possible to get employees’
agreement for such transformation. In successful transformations, executives
use as many channels of communication as possible to broadcast the vision.

5. Empowering others to act on the vision: After employees understand the vision,
the next step is to remove any impending obstacle to make way to implement
the vision. The obstacle can be in the head of employees or organizational
structure or some senior executive who may not be willing to make change.
Empowering people to overcome these challenges is essential to make them
believe that management is serious about these transformation efforts.
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6. Planning for and creating short term wins: Transformation takes time. Short
term goals and wins keep momentum towards the renewal and transformation
vision. Strategic renewals are long term exercise, such short-term wins keep
the urgency level high.

7. Consolidating improvements and producing still more change: The short-term
wins encourage the executives to target other areas which were not part of
initial plan and vision.

8. Institutionalizing new approaches: The strategic renewal efforts stick in the
organization when they become the new normal. The link between the change
and performance improvements need to be made and clearly communicated to
employees.

2.8 Complementary or contradictory - A group relation the-
ory perspective on exploration and exploitation

The research work in this thesis also focused on the group relationship of exploration
and exploitation. This topic gave an insight that how did the groups behave with each
other? As exploration starts as a weaker group in this relationship, does exploitation
nurture it or was threatened by it? Does the external environment create group
conflict? A review of major group relation literature is needed to understand this
topic better. The next few paragraphs are presented in this endeavor.

Tajbel and Turner [52] define social groups as collection of individuals who associate
themselves to same social category and have same emotional attachment to the
common definition of themselves as a part of this group. Sherif [53] defines intergroup
relations as the relation that is formed when individuals belonging to one group,
say X, interact individually or collectively with another group, say Y, or with some
individual of another group in terms of their group identification. The group X in
this case is called in-group and group Y is called out-group. Few of the major theories
on group relations are:

• Realistic Group Conflict Theory

• Contact Hypothesis

• Theory of Social Identity

Realistic Group Conflict Theory Realistic group conflict theory (RGCT) is
a well-known and influential theory of inter-group hostility and inter-group relations
in general. The theory states that when there is a competition between two groups
for scarce resources, and the groups assume that it is a zero-sum competition, the
groups develop a negative attitude towards each other [54]. The key message of
RGCT is that inter-group hostility is created because of conflicting goals between
groups. RGCT points out that when the groups engage in reciprocally competitive
world in which one groups’s win comes at the perceived cost of another group’s loss,
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an unfavorable attitude toward the out-group starts forming in the in-group. The
out-group in this case may even be negatively stereotyped.

RGCT also discusses about in-group identification. The theory states that the group
members develop self-identity and self-interest on the basis of group membership.
As self-identity starts reflecting in in-group membership, members start internalizing
and start reflecting normative behavior [55]. As a result of this the probability
of inter-group conflicts increase. The theory also states that inter-group conflicts
increase stereotyping and prejudice and hence increase intra-group bonding. The
stereotyping and prejudices produce “self-glorifying and self-justifying behavior”,
increasing the solidarity of intra-group relation [54]. Bobo [56] further analyzed
RGCT and acknowledged that the antagonism towards out-group further extends
when an attack on resources, interest or status is perceived.

Good communication and contacts between groups are considered a necessary but
not sufficient strategy for reducing inter-group conflicts. RGCT proclaims that
conception of super-ordinate goals i.e. goals which are pursued by both groups
and which both groups deem as attractive are needed to reduce inter-group conflict.
The co-operation between groups increases when such goals exist, and this is when
contacts and communication will bridge the gap between groups.

Contact Hypothesis David Allport [57] suggested that out-group antagonism
can be explained by human’s prejudice personality. Allport contends that pre-
judgement is built inside human cognition. Allport also points out that the four
conditions which may reduce prejudice are:

• Relatively equal status of groups

• A common goal for the groups

• Groups are able to co-operate

• Higher authority or custom or law that supports the inter-group interaction

Allport argues that inter-group interaction fulfilling these conditions establishes better
learning about the out-group and hence helps in reducing the prejudice towards
outgroup. Such interaction also help in reducing intergroup anxiety and fear of
the outgroup [58]. Another important point is that such interaction increase the
empathy towards outgroup and helps in understanding their point of view [59]. The
basic hypothesis is that prejudice can be learned as one understands more about the
outgroup and their perspective.

Social identity theory Tajfel and his associates [60], [61], [62], [63] established
that social categorization itself, or just the perception of belonging to two different
groups is sufficient to trigger discrimination favoring in-group. Just knowing that
there is an out-group is a sufficient condition to incite inter-group competition and
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discrimination from in-group.

The theory suggest that favored treatment is given to those that are considered as
in-group. This in-group favoritism may occur even for such arbitrary in-groups as
formed on the basis of a coin toss. Social identities are an important part of self and
people may sacrifice their own self-interest to be part of the group.

2.9 Relationship among presented theories - Literature syn-
thesis

The extent and clarity of magnification of an object depends on the lens and focus
that the user is using. The above sections presented few of the organizational or
strategic management theories that have the potential of becoming a vulnerability in
exploration activities. Few of these vulnerabilities crystallized during the interview
process and few of them were visible during the initial investigation of the case even
before the interviewing process started. Their intensity and their relationship will
become evident in the findings 4 and in the discussion 5 section of this thesis. From
the literature review, however, we can already place these theories in juxtaposition
to each other and provide a glimpse how these theories have the potential to be a
vulnerability in exploration activity.

As neo-institutional theory 2.4 points out that explorations are weak institution and
weak institutions are short on legitimacy and hence strive for legitimacy to improve
their survival rate. Resource dependency 2.3 on unreliable resources also exasperates
the legitimacy problem of any organization. It has the potential to reduce both
effectiveness and efficiency of any organization and hence can be a major vulnerability
especially for exploration activities. Power imbalance 2.6, on the other hand, is a
by-product of resource dependence. It can be argued that weak institutions are also
less powerful in comparison to strong institutions because weak institutions strive
for the acceptance and stability that strong institution have in abundance and hence
try to mimic their processes, routines and behavior. Group relations 2.8 can either
improve the in-group bonds in groups or create group conflict between groups. Thus
group relations have potential to either enhance the organization’s stability or hinder
it.

So, in summary the clarity and implementation of exploration strategy at the organi-
zation level decides the fate of such explorative activity in the organization. Such
clarity of strategy process, strategy work and strategy communication define if the
exploration, which is a weak institution to begin with, will be nurtured or not by its
environment. The strategy implementation may give the space to practitioner so that
organizational paradoxes resonate as opportunity or it may strangle the practitioner
in such a way that paradoxes create organizational tension. A clear strategy will
have a super-ordinate goal in the organization such that exploitation activities see it
as their responsibility to nourish exploration activities. Such super-ordinate goals
will make sure that there is no group conflict between exploitation and exploration
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activity which may be detrimental to a company’s health.
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3 Research Methodology
This section describes the qualitative methods used for research in this case study.
Further, it elaborates the research methodology used in the thesis. The research
methodology part also covers the data collection, data sampling and data analysis
parts. The reliability and validity of the research is also discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Research Design and Methods

Methods and methodology are two terms which are sometimes used interchangeably
but in a research paradigm they have very distinct meaning. Methods are the ways
in which data is collected by researchers. Methods are hence techniques of data
collection such as interviews or the questionnaire. Methodology on the other hand
is the study of methods. It refers to philosophies that guide data gathering, the
combination of methods, the actual practice of implementing these methods and the
way researchers interpret the work that they are doing [64]. Methodologies in that
sense are tied to the philosophical belief of the researcher. Guba and Lincoln [65]
talk about paradigm triad i.e. ontology, epistemology and methodology to define a
research paradigm.

Ontology discusses about nature of reality. There are two types of ontologies, realism
and relativism. The realist believe that there is one reality or one truth that exists
and it can be discovered using objective measurements. The truth once found can
be generalized to other situations. The relativist, on the other hand, believes that
multiple realities exist, and any reality is context bound. Hence it is not possible to
generalize the reality.

Epistemology talks about the study of knowledge i.e. what can be known about
the truth and what relationship should the researcher have with her research. The
relationship between researcher and her research are etic and emic. Etic researcher
find the knowledge in an objective way. The emic researcher finds it in a subjective
way [98], [99]. As can be seen, researchers’ ontological beliefs drive her epistemological
beliefs.

Based on her Ontological and epistemological beliefs the researcher can decide what
methodologies does she wants to apply to her research. Methodology is the way
a researcher follow in discovering knowledge in systematic way. Methodology can
be derived based on ontological and epistemological beliefs of researcher. It can be
experimental i.e. the approach of the researcher is deductive and contextual factors
are eliminated. The methodology can also be phenomenological methodology, where
context is as important as the facts. The researcher talks to participants to get as
much information as possible.

There are many research paradigms based on the paradigm triad combinations such
as positivism, post positivism, constructionism etc. As the main method of data
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collection in this thesis is through interview, one of the underpinning beliefs that
guided this thesis is that because of diversity in cognition in human being there will
also be diversity in emotional responses for various events, processes and actions.
Hence various events, processes and actions will be “interpreted” differently by dif-
ferent people. In this sense, the guiding principle of this thesis is that truth is not
unique. It is context bound. The research paradigm with which we are most closely
aligned is interpretivism. A brief desciption of interpretivism is provided in Table 1

Feature Description

Ontology

• Multiple realities exist

• These realities vary because of different human expe-
rience and different interpretations

• Human interaction can explore realities

Epistemology

• Data collection done in an interactive and personal
mode

• Interaction with social context unfolds events

• Knowledge is socially explored by experiencing the
real life settings

Methodology

• Data collected by interviews, messages and other per-
sonal sessions

Table 1: Characteristics of Interpretivism

As the aim of the research in this thesis is to understand the opinion, experience and
behavior of people, the research in this thesis is conducted using qualitative research
method [89]. The key characteristics of qualitative methods are also satisfied by the
research [100]:

• Interpret the meaning people have created of their world. The aim is to have
an in-depth understanding of the context and experience that people have in
their surroundings.

• Primary instrument of research is the researcher. Researcher is the instrument
who collects and analyzes data. As researcher is collecting data, she can also
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decipher the verbal and non-verbal cues from the participants to make the data
richer.

• As theory building is the aim of the research, the qualitative research process
is inductive.

• The description of the outcome of research is rich because words and pictures
are used to explain instead of numbers and graphs.

The type of research question, required control of behavioral events and the focus on
contemporary events define the research strategy [101]. In this research, the research
questions were predominantly of type “how” and one sub-part of a question was
“what” type. We did not require any control on behavioral events and our focus was
on contemporary events, so as per Yin [101], the research strategy that best suited
our thesis was case study.

The aim of case study in thesis is to explore the vulnerabilities, their causes, inter-
relatedness and perception of tension at different level of hierarchy of an explorative
organization. Hence to understand the context in which the phenomenon is taking
place, an inductive approach to research is taken. Inductive approach focus on
theory building, rather than theory testing and hence inductive approach is central
to organizational research [102]. The process to carry this single case study research
was guided by Eisenhardt [102] and is briefly summarized in Table 2

3.1.1 Data Collection

Both primary and secondary data sources were used to collect data for the qualitative
study. The primary data source were the semi-structured interviews conducted on
the employees of the explorative activity, while the secondary data sources were
archived emails, intranet post, and relevant literature.

As part of this thesis 25 members of an exploratory Business Unit (BU) of an estab-
lished organization were interviewed between February to May 2020. The aim was
to mainly understand their point of view about various changes in this exploratory
product, how they perceived these changes, how they coped with them, what kind of
communication did they get from the higher management and how did they make
sense of these messages, what they think worked and what they think did not work
during this time.

Semi-structured, open ended interviews were the main methods of collecting data
for the thesis. Interviews are suitable for research topic which has certain layer of
sensitivity such as this particular topic. The interviews were primarily conducted
to gather information from the interviewees on their interpretation of the events
that happened during the four or five years of the existence of the product. The
interviews tried to crystallize the thoughts, emotions and understanding of the in-
terviewees about various situation and patterns. As interviewee and interviewer
are in conversation and often in face to face conversation, so the outcome i.e. the
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Steps Definition

Getting started
• Research questions defined so that the efforts are focused.
• No theory considered and no hypothesis under test. This helps in

retaining theoretical flexibility.

Case selection
• Appropriate population defined.
• Cases chosen for theoretical not statistical reason.

Crafting instru-
ments and proto-
cols

• Multiple data collection methods.
• Qualitative and quantitative data combined.

Entering the
field • Frequent overlap of data analysis with data collection.

• Making adjustment during data collection.

Analyzing data
• With-in case and cross case analysis.

Shaping hypoth-
esis • Comparing theory and data iteratively to move towards a theory

that fits the data.
• Searching for "Why" behind relationships.

Enfolding litera-
ture • Comparison with similar and contrasting literature.

Reaching closure
• Do not add cases when theoretical saturation has reached.
• Do not iterate between theory and data when incremental im-

provements are minimal.

Table 2: Building theory from case study research [102]

data becomes richer because of its contextual nature [66]. Care was taken that prior
theories are not imposed on interviewees. In doing so such environment was created
which ensured that new concepts could be developed [67].

The interview questions were based on Smith and Lewis’s [4] four categories of orga-
nizational tension: learning, belonging, performing and organizing. The template
of questions is listed in Appendix A.1. Not all the questions in the template were
asked from all the interviewers as the answers of the interviewee led to next series of
questions.
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The interviews were conducted based on mainly two approaches. The first one is
Cognitive Interview techniques suggested by Fisher et al [68]. The underpinnings of
cognitive interviews are based on:

• Building social dynamics such as building rapport with interviewee, encouraging
active participation from the interviewee

• Using limited memory of interviewee and interviewer effectively with the help
of techniques such as multiple retrieval, minimized guessing, interviewee com-
patible questioning.

• Effective communication, which promotes extensive and detailed responses and
also being alert to non-verbal cues.

Other technique used for interviews is open ended interview approach as prescribed
by Vuori [66]. Preparation and data collection was done as suggested by Vuori [66]

• Interviewees and their context were studied in detail before the interview.

• Relevant theories such as resource dependence, organizational legitimacy, group
relations and new-institutional theories were studied before the interviews.
There were many more theories which were planned to be explored as part of
the interview such as social identity, cannibalization, strategy process etc.

• Formal hygiene was taken care of. Interviewees were explained the context of
the thesis, consent was asked for recording the interview and it was mentioned
that the interviews are anonymous, but not confidential. After the interview, a
transcript of the discussion was sent to the interviewees to agree on the content.

• Various themes were explored. Open ended questions were asked before diving
deeper into certain themes.

• Detailed questions, elaborations and sometimes even overlapping questions
were asked for multiple retrieval of the themes.

3.1.2 Data Sampling

With these preparation and techniques, 25 employees of the exploratory Business
Unit were requested for the interview via email. Time and schedule for the interviews
were agreed over emails with all the interviewees. All the participants generously
agreed for the interviews.

The interviewees were chosen from three different countries in Asia and Europe.
Whenever possible, interviews were taken face to face. In few cases, where face to
face interview was not possible, interview was conducted over video calls and in one
rare case the interview was conducted over voice call as any other way of interviewing
was not possible.
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Figure 10: Modes of interviews

Brief Statistics The interviewees came from different hierarchies in the or-
ganization. There was a good representation of the top management team as well
as good representation from middle management. The engineering team however
was not very well represented. There were only four out of twenty five interviewees
who came from engineering teams. The sampling of the interviewees was done so
that to get the people who were most involved in the activities of the Business Unit,
people who saw the action from close, the decision makers, the strategy makers,
people who were operating at the business unit boundaries as well as people who
were deeply entrenched into day to day work of the business unit. This provided
a wide perspective of different theories and how different people were impacted by
different events.

Figure 11: Profile of interviewees

For the purpose of this thesis, the employees are categorized into top managers,
middle managers and engineers. Top Managers are the employees who were part of
the leadership team or extended leadership team of the BU, including the Head of the
BU. Engineers are the employees who are either implementing or testing the product.
All the other interviewees who have ‘manager’ in their job title, who are not part of
the leadership or extended leadership team and who are not also implementing or
testing the product are placed under ‘middle manager’ category.
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3.1.3 Data Analysis

Data analysis methods used in this thesis are based on Gioia, Corley an Hamilton [67].
The basic assumption that Gioia et al [67] make is that people are “knowledgeable
agents”, which means that they know what they are doing and can explain their
action, their interpretation and their thoughts. One of the important theory that
Gioia et al [67] propagate is that researchers should also believe that they are knowl-
edgeable agents and can make out patterns and connections that interviewee may miss.

An analysis using interviewee centric vocabulary was first created. This is also
called 1st order analysis. During the 1st order analysis, the objective is not to break
the data into various categories to crystallize as many themes as possible. As the
interviews progressed, similarities and differences in themes emerged. The 2nd order
analysis followed the 1st order analysis. This analysis used researcher centric terms
and vocabulary. The 2nd order analysis also helped in finding the theoretical concept
that helped in explaining the behavior of the organization. After the 1st and 2nd
order analysis, the collected items were aggregated into themes that were explored in
detail. This made the analysis a rigorous demonstration of the connection between
data and theoretical concepts. This process is shown in Table 2
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In-group cohesion 
▪ Something special in current team 

▪ Best team that I have worked in 

▪ The team gets us going 

▪ Us Vs them scenario  

▪ ‘Other’ group may be threatened by us 

▪ Outside criticism binds us 
Group Conflict 

Out-group 

hostility 

Lack of 

superordinate goal 

▪ Everybody is focusing on their own 

business 

▪ Our product starves for priority  

Ineffective 

Product 

▪ Not many employees appreciate the 

work that is being done by us 

▪ May be too early into the market  

▪ Not properly funded or resourced 

▪ Dependent on other BU for 

resources 

Dependence on 

environment 

▪ Short-term development took 

priority 

▪ Other BUs prioritized their own work 

Unreliable external 

resources 

Resource 

Dependence 

1st Order Concepts 2nd  Order Themes Aggregated Dimensions  
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▪ Common organization processes and 

routines even for the new product 

▪ Common milestones for the new and 

old product 

▪ There is a difference between what is 

said and what is done 

▪ A clear message from top was missing  

Unclear Strategy 

Unclear 

Communication 

▪ Not everybody understood the 

strategy 

▪ Too many swings from one end to 

another on strategy

 

Sub-optimal 

strategy 

work 

▪ People inside organization do not 

understand the product 

▪ Customers view it from a very narrow 

point of view  

Lack of cognitive 

legitimacy 

▪ Have to justify why we exist 

▪ Always have to explain what, why, 

how 

Internal identity 

and legitimacy 

Organizational 

legitimacy 

Liability of 

newness 

Seeking 

isomorphism  

▪ Existing processes do not suit this 

new product 

▪ Customers and internal organization 

not very aware of the product 
    Weak      

Institution 

Table 2: Gioia data structure for vulnerabilities of exploration activity

3.1.4 Validity and Reliability

Validity and reliability are two pillars on which the quality of a research hinges.
Validity refers to the accuracy of the measurement whereas reliability refers to the
consistency of the measurement. Four tests are recommended by Yin [101] to gauge
the validity and reliability of a case study. These tests are:

• Construct validity

• Internal Validity
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• External validity

• Reliability

Table 3 gives a brief explanation of these tests, what do they mean in the context of
case study and what actions are taken in this case study to ensure the test’s criteria
are met.

Test Case study tactics Action taken in this thesis

Construct validity
• Using multiple source of
evidence and establishing
chain of evidence

• Key informants review
draft case study

• Data triangulation by pri-
mary and secondary source
of data

• Discussion with key inter-
viewees on the findings of
thesis

Internal validity
• Search evidence for ’why’

behind causes and relation-
ships

• Rigorous review of data to
understand the findings

External validity
• Select specified population
to reduce unrelated varia-
tion

• The interviewees were se-
lected from the exploratory
organization

Reliability
• Use a case study protocol
• Build a case study database

• Procedure followed in the
case study are documented

• The interviews are
recorded, transcribed
and coded

Table 3: Quality criteria and action taken to incorporate them in the case study
[101], [102]
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4 Findings
There were many vulnerabilities that were revealed during the interviews. They are
listed in Table 4. The purpose of this section is to go through the major vulnerabilities
that people faced during their work in an exploration activity in a mature industry.
This section first starts by providing the context of the case study.

4.1 Case study context

The research work for this thesis was performed in a technology company. The
company has various Business Groups (BGs) and these BGs specialize in specific
technology of company’s business. The Heads of these BGs are called BG
Presidents. The Business Groups make further division into Business Units
(BUs) and Implementation Units (IUs). Business Units are responsible for
profit and loss statements at the end of every quarter. Implementation Units, on
the other hand, are cost centers and help BUs by providing resources and deliverables.

Figure 12: Organizational Structure of the company

The focus of the case study in this thesis is on one Business Unit (BU3) of a Business
Group (BG3) of this company. This BG had an existing series of products for older
technologies named as ’Amazon’, ’Yangtze’ and ’Mississippi’ in this thesis. The BG
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was also developing its latest product named ’Nile’ in this thesis. Different BUs were
given the task to develop the products for different previous technology series. For
example, BU1 was responsible for Nile product series and BU2 was responsible for
Amazon, Yangtze and Mississippi product series.

Loosely defined, the products developed by these BUs have three parts, the
application software, the platform software and the hardware. Each application
software normally come with proprietary hardware (HW) and platform. The
responsibility of delivering the end to end stack of these products were with the BUs.

The BG was also exploring one new platform and HW series, ‘Stream’ since
Year Y. The Stream series was designed to work on open source platforms
and on common off the shelf (COTS) HW. The aim was to make one single
HW and platform on which all the new and old products i.e. Nile, Amazon,
Yangtze and Mississippi can work. The complications were around the solution
of Nile Stream variant and Amazon Stream variant of the products. In Year
Y, Nile variant of product was still in its infancy, so it was decided that Ama-
zon variant will be developed on Stream series platforms first, followed by Nile variant.

As discussed earlier, at the time when the thesis work started there were separate
BUs dedicated to develop these product series. One dedicated BU, named BU3
in this case study, was dedicated for developing the ‘Stream series’ of platform
and integrate the Amazon and Nile products on this platform. The organizational
structure of the company with a focus on the the case study BG and BUs is shown
in Figure 12

Development of Stream series and integrating Amazon and Nile Stream variant on
this platform went through few organizational structural changes between Year Y
to Year Y+4. In Year Y, the development of this new explorative platform and
the integration of the Amazon Stream product was initially embedded inside the
previous technology’s business unit BU2. Later with change of BG President in Year
Y+2, the development of this product moved into its own Implementation Unit (IU).
There was further change of BG President in late Year Y+3. A new BU dedicated to
develop the Stream series of platform and integrate Amazon Stream product variant
and Nile Stream product variant was created at this time. After around one year
the development of Amazon Stream variant of the product was stopped and the
responsibility to integrate Nile Stream variant moved from Stream series BU (BU3)
to Nile series BU (BU1). The Stream series BU, i.e. BU3 was renamed and was
given the task of developing only the platforms for Stream series products. The
timeline of this development is depicted in the Figure 13

So, at the time of its inception, the main task of Stream series BU (BU3) was to
develop a completely new platform and to integrate the existing Amazon product
series and the under development Nile product series into Stream series platform.
This led to a situation that Stream series BU (BU3) had various dependencies
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Figure 13: Timeline of the Product

on BU1 and BU2. At the same time, this technology specific industry was going
through turbulent times, hence the existing Amazon product and Nile product’s
businesses were themselves facing some headwinds.

4.2 Exploration as a weak institution

Exploration activities have a baggage of newness with them. This makes them more
prone to failure. For accessing more resources or for attracting further funding,
the exploration activities need to get legitimacy from the environment. These
explorative organizations and activities at the same time have to compete with
existing established activities and organizations for resources and funding [69].

Institutional theory claims that survival of an organization depends on its fit with its
environment. Hannan and Carroll [70] explain this institutional aspect of survival
of new products and firm by hypothesizing that when the product is new to the
industry or when the industry itself is new then the chances of survival of the product
are low, mainly because the product has to make bonds with the environment that
does not understand it. So the survival of a new product or a new industry depends
on how swiftly it establishes ties with its environment and gains institutional approval.

The business unit and the product in our case study has been finding it difficult to
establish such ties with its environment. This was also one of the main tensions that
people working for this product faced. There are numerous quotations from interview
which shows the exasperation of people working in this business because of legitimacy:

”Yeah, I think most of the people they are doubting the viability of that [sic. the
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product]. For a big part it is based on rumors and perception that this is not going to
perform, and people have all kind of misconception like it is so much more expensive
and so on" – Interviewee 2

“I think we always had to struggle internally to defend our moves and what we are
doing. . . But internally you have to even defend your existence that why is the
product there. This makes it very very demotivating” – Interviewee 6

“We always had to explain why, how, what” – Interviewee 7

“We have to spend lot of time in proving our existence in the company” – Interviewee 8

[On if inside company other colleagues think this is a viable product] “Not sure. I
assume that people are more relying on the fact that how many customers are using
that and how much revenue are we generating for that” – Interviewee 10

Institutional theory proclaims that the survival of a firm depends on its acquisition
of cognitive legitimation and sociopolitical legitimation [71]. The product in question
did not gain any of these. New organization anyways start with low cognitive
legitimacy [38]. As can be seen from the quotes below the explorative product failed
to gain cognitive legitimation:

"But even though we did so [sic. generate attention], did we reach the high enough
attention level at the BG level or even higher that everybody believed that this is the
way to go or this is the only way to go with investment, I would say here we failed" –
Interviewee 7

It tried to gain also other forms of legitimacy, such as procedural or structural
legitimacy by conforming to the existing processes inside the BG. By adher-
ing to the norms, structures, procedures and routines of existing businesses,
the BU tried to gain legitimacy [29]. However, the conformance towards the
procedures and structures of a mature BU may not be ideal for an explorative activity.

“Stream is an exploration product so maybe it is not fit for current process for mature
product that we have clear requirements and we have the heavy feature screening. . .
For Stream such kind of market and situation will change, so in this case maybe
we need to consider some more flexible ways to do it. May be not so heavy and we
need some more flexible and maybe I will not call agile but more quick response to
the market. Such kind of organization may be more helpful for Stream series. But
currently we are using force to use the same process.” – Interviewee 11
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4.3 Resource dependency of exploration on undependable en-
vironment

Nearly all the organizations are dependent on their environment for various resources.
The problem is not that the organizations are dependent on the environment for
its resources, but the environment is not always dependable. When resources
become scarce, the environment may find some other use of these resources or the
organizations which are part of this environment, which is providing the resources,
may even cease to exist. Whatever may be the reason, this dependency of an
organization on environment is one of important factors for the survival of the
organization [24].

Unpredictability of the environment on which an organization depends for its
resources is a threat to the survival of the organization. The issue of resource
dependency becomes even more severe with exploration activities because exploration
activities are more vulnerable than exploitative activities [2]. This unpredictability
of environment reduces the efficiency and effectiveness of organization which is
dependent on the environment for its resources. The legitimacy of the organization
hence comes into question. And this reduced legitimacy makes the environmental
resources scarcer for the organization because environment likes to invest its
resources into more legitimate and effective organizations [72].

The Stream series Business Unit (BU3) in the case study since its inception was
dependent on other BUs for its critical resources. The other BUs because of their own
priorities were not dependable source of resources. Because of this unpredictability
of resources, the efficiency and effectiveness of Stream series Business unit (BU3)
reduced, which made acquiring resources from the environment more difficult. This
factor was visible from all the interviews and was one of major vulnerability that
was felt by many interviewees in BU3 .

"We had to fight for resources and fight for priority in the R&D backlog and this was
of course from time to time frustrating and it consumed energy." – Interviewee 1

"But the problem was Stream series BU was not self-sufficient, so it was not properly
resourced, properly funded so that it could actually protect Stream series product’s
roadmap from other things. There were far too many dependencies. . . Yeah it
definitely created challenges for people, for program managers, for R&D managers,
for developers and even for tribe leaders as well. - Interviewee 2

So even though we had a separate BU for Stream series products, we were still
fully dependent on the existing products, fighting for the same resources, using the
common code, using common resources for some parts of the product - Interviewee 5

We had to get different components from different BUs and IUs, so the priorities in
different BUs and IUs were quite different. – Interviewee 6
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There was a resource dependence and because of that a priority dependency. –
Interviewee 7

I think the biggest challenge is that I cannot had the dedicated resource. – Interviewee
15

This resource dependency not only created efficiency issues as mentioned by the
interviewees above, but also created effectiveness issues. This can be seen from the
changing priorities of the BU from the BG top management point of view as well. At
its inception the product and the concept was advertised as the leading concept of
the company on which the future of the company is hinged and with time it changed
to a concept which is “good to have”. It must be noted that the dependency on
resources of other BU was not the only reason for diminishing effectiveness; macro
environment changes such as expedition of Nile technology and shift in customer
preferences was also one factor diminishing the effectiveness. This was sensed by the
members of this BU as well:

Well in the beginning, Stream technology was a big topic. I remember that there was
this guidance that everybody needs to take some Stream related course, so that we
have a whole staff which was up to speed to what comes to ’Streamification’. . . . but
then at some point this direction changed – Interviewee 1

If the resources that organization consumes come from the environment, it is the
environment which evaluates the effectiveness and legitimacy of the organization
[24]. Resources are provided to an organization only if it is deemed as effective and
legitimate. So, the survival of an organization is hinged on the legitimacy that the
environment bestows upon the organization. It was obvious from the discussion with
the interviewees that the BU did not get enough resources and one of the reasons
was that the environment did not consider it legitimate, as we discussed in previous
section as well.

.. this Amazon product line in the beginning asking this question directly that what is
the problem that you are solving. . . This problem statement in my language needs to
be crystal clear. If such doesn’t exist, then the organization widely doesn’t agree and
see that as a common problem statement. Then it naturally and specially when we
are in this kind of lack of resources or budget, and human resources and in kind of
feature catch up mode, it is very difficult to convince people that we should invest
here, instead of winning the cases there. – Interviewee 4

4.4 Undercurrent of inter-group hostility

Inter-group co-ordination exist in the presence of a super-ordinate goal. Inter-group
hostilities are commonplace when the group have conflicting goals [54]. In our case
study inter-group conflict is seen as an undercurrent. The exploration activity, in
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our case, which had a resource dependency on the exploitation activity, was in some
mild group conflict with exploitation activity.

So, it (sic. criticism from outside world) basically binds you together with your
teammates and its of course not nice to think like us vs them kind of attitude but it
creates easily an environment where that kind of things can happen. – Interviewee 2

[on exploitation activities being threatened by exploration] Yeah, I would say yes so,
they were selling or they still are [sic. old technology], they are not selling [sic. the
new technology]. Absolutely. May be that was the reason of the pushback. They were
afraid of us. – Interviewee 7

If you ask people who are dedicated in developing the [sic legacy technology], I would
say that not many of them appreciate the [sic. new technology] because investing on
[sic. new technology] is obviously occupying the priority and revenue and roadmap –
Interviewee 13

As various group relationship theories explain that group conflicts also start with a
strong in-group bonding. There was a strong in-group bonding as well in the BU.
Many participants noted that the favorable intra-group bonding was one of the
reasons that kept them going in the turbulent times they faced during the product
development.

We never in that sense gave up and I never felt totally demotivating, and it was still
because of the people we were working in that product..This [sic. Motivation] comes
with people I was surrounded with. It was nice to work with them. I learnt later on
that this is actually really important to have this kind of team with whom you like to
work. That itself motivates. – Interviewee 1

And knowing that we had lot of challenges to overcome and lot of drawbacks and
setbacks on the way, what always helped me as I said was staying competent, getting
the right support from the team having a team spirit. I always got the feeling that
hey we are always fighting hard and moving all in the same direction. So that helped
me to cope with stress and challenges. – Interviewee 7

It must be admitted that the inter-group hostility was an undercurrent and not a
predominant theme.

I can understand they also have their own priority when it comes to revenue, when it
comes to market share or when it maybe comes to shareholder’s value – Interviewee 7

4.5 Impact of unfocused strategy on explorative activities

There were lot of big strategy changes that happened in the BU. Strategies
fluctuated from one end to another. The product was once deemed as the leading
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product that will shape the future of the company and in few years, it changed to
“good to have” product.

The initial public strategy from the company was that the future will be based on
Stream series of products. Internal communication inside company underpinned the
importance of Stream series and the need of moving company’s existing products to
Stream series.

The customer expectations, company’s own resources, resource dependencies, and
philosophical changes because of change of guard of top management team of BG all
created big shifts in strategy.

[On strategy] ...it was a pendulum that was swinging. – Interviewee 24

The resource dependency between the BUs although was clear but the priorities of
different products was left to be sorted out by the BUs themselves and hence there
was a lack of a consistent approach. In the absence of such clear vision and priority
of this new product, the product sometimes got the needed resources but when the
other BUs had their own priorities, the priority of this new product was reduced and
hence it could not get the resources from the other BUs. This created uncertainty in
the overall planning of the roadmap.

I think the strategy is there, the only thing about Stream series is that because
this Stream series product is based on many other components like Amazon series
deliveries. In that sense it is not only about Stream series strategy. It also depends
on Amazon series strategy. As you mentioned earlier, we all have this problem
of resource and also of priority. Because we have to compete for resources with
Amazon series products. We want resources for deliveries, but we are not prioritized
as Stream series at all. We are always at the bottom. - Interviewee 12

This was indeed quite frustrating because even if you got the agreement that the
support is there for the minimum requirement etc. then all of a sudden somewhere if
something happened then all the resources were gone. – Interviewee 24

A change of BG President during this time also created some strategy void for
the Stream series product. The previous BG President for example believed that
Stream series will be the future of the company. The new BG President on the other
hand was more cautious to claim that and was more focused on saving the current
businesses. This change of approach although was felt by implicit actions such as
organizations changes but not explicitly mentioned:

So, there was a shift at some stage, and it was also pushed by current BG President
after previous BG President left saying the first thing that we have to do is we have
to deliver Nile product, no matter what – Interviewee 24
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[On if the strategy is clear] No, when we implement this strategy into productization,
then time to time we see this stop and turn to other products and it is not well
placed and also from people point of view or from resource point of view, we are not
dedicated. So, it seems that we are waiting to or we believe that this is the future but
we do not know how to productize this product. So, something clear, and something
not very clear. – Interviewee 15

Well we had some preliminary initial strategy, but it was I guess changing all the
time in the way. – Interviewee 16

The communication from BG top management was not always clear about the
strategy or about the change in strategy. People tried to make sense of the strategy
at various level themselves and derived their own interpretation. The overall vision
for the product along with strong coalition partners who can propagate the need of
this new product and a strong message from BG’s top management team on why
this product is important was missing.

In my perspective, I at least didn’t see quite clear message coming from Top
Management about this evolution. So, I see this information mainly from the
organization changes. – Interviewee 13

So different BUs had different opinion how much they should or could spend on this
and the priority was everywhere, it was not top priority. - Interviewee 6

Apart from the communication gap, it may also be contested that the vision for Stream
series at the highest level was not translated into strategy very well. It was seen that
the at the highest level the awareness, the understanding, the commitment and the
action kind of dialogical model that Weick and Quinn [49] suggested was missing in
the strategy implementation part. Not all the powerful coalition partner bought the
idea of this product, hence although, at the top management level of the BG there was
a desire to lead in this domain from time to time, but it did not translate into success.

[On communication gap] Yeah, I think it was partially [the reason]. So, it was there
always in the strategy slides or in high level slides, it was mentioned but then kind
of the practicalities what should the next lower level do, there was some kind of
mismatch or miscommunication there. – Interviewee 19

[On communication gap] I think yeah, I mean it was said “yeah. . . yeah we will do
it”, but it was not explained how to do it and how much money, how much efforts,
how much resources we should spend on that one. - Interviewee 6

4.6 Tensions at different hierarchies of organization

The thesis started with the aim of studying tensions in explorative activities.
The tensions are caused by the vulnerabilities of exploration activities as dis-
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cussed in Section 2.2. There were many vulnerabilities that were explored as part
of the thesis and there were many other that emerged during the interviewing process.

It was seen that different vulnerabilities and tensions were dominant at different hier-
archies in the organization. The top management was, for example, struggling with
legitimacy issues and resource dependency. Middle management, on the other hand,
saw resource dependency and issues arising from it such as unpredictable planning as
the main issue. The engineers, on the other hand, were mainly oblivious to organiza-
tional legitimacy and resource dependency kind of problems but were grappling with
issues related to the uncertainty around the product and strategy around the product.

Some of the tensions created by these vulnerabilities also percolated the walls of
hierarchies and were felt in the whole BU. One such tension was the tension caused
by communication gap. As a strategy student the focus was mainly on the issues
that affected top management and middle management. Hence organizational
legitimacy, resource dependency, group hostility, and problematic strategy work and
implementation were the focus of this thesis.

The list of different vulnerabilities and hence the tension caused by them are listed
in Table 4. The strength of the tension caused by the vulnerability was divided in
three categories:

• Strong If greater than 50% interviewees from the category faced the tension

• Mild If greater than 25% and less than 50% interviewees from the category
faced the tension

• None If less than 25% interviewees from the category faced the tension
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Vulnerability Top Management Middle Management Engineers

• Legitimacy
• Group conflict

Strong Mild None

• Resource dependency
• Power imbalance

Strong Strong None

• Disarrayed strategy
Strong Strong Mild

• Communication issue
• Lack of attention

Strong Mild Mild

• Existential challenge
None Mild Strong

• Resistance to change
Mild None None

• Cannibalization
• Organizational structure

Mild Mild None

• Paradoxes
Strong None None

• Complexity of product
Mild Mild Strong

Table 4: How different tensions caused by various vulnerabilities were felt at different
hierarchies in the organization
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5 Discussion
There have been lot of studies where exploration and exploitation as paradoxes
have been studied. Exploration in established firms, under the umbrella term,
corporate entrepreneurship has been studied in detail. The organizational design
for exploration activities in an established firm for example is studied exhaustively
by Burgelman [73]. This thesis focuses extensively on the reasons of tension on
exploration side in an organization. The reasons of tensions are called vulnerabilities
in the thesis. The aim of this section is to review these vulnerabilities through the
lens of existing theories and come up with a causal model for the vulnerabilities
in this case study. Apart from this, this chapter will also come up with a tension
percolation model, which studies how tension permeated through the walls of
hierarchy.

This thesis proposes two models from its findings that we will discuss in this section:

• Causal relationship among vulnerabilities

• Tension permeation model

5.1 Causal relationship among various vulnerabilities

Causal relationships are difficult to extract because there are vicious cycles and
reasons which reinforce themselves. There were many vulnerabilities that emerged
during the interview process for this thesis. These are listed down in Table 4. The
vulnerabilities varied in their strength. The five major vulnerabilities that were cited
by the Higher management of the BU are:

• Vague strategy and unclear communication

• Group Conflict

• Resource dependence

• Organizational legitimacy and

• Weak Institution

5.1.1 Vague strategy vision, sub-optimal strategy implementation and
unclear communication - The genesis of most of the vulnerabilities

One of the key findings from the interviews was that the strategy for the Stream
series product was not very clear across different hierarchies in the organization.
The BG was continuously trying to strive for organizational ambidexterity and to
this end, it made few choices. Initially, the BG aimed for structural ambidexterity.
It separated the exploitation and exploration activities in two different BUs. Later,
it aimed for punctuated ambidexterity by giving out the message that exploitation
is current focus, but exploration is still needed and will be the focus some time in
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future. The vulnerable exploration activities suffered from these strategic shifts.
It can also be argued that the strategy implementation was not optimal for these
strategic shifts.

A swift strategic shift needs an organization to embrace the change in the new
direction. For this the various hurdles for strategic changes are needed to be
overcome by the organization, as discussed in Section 2.7. It was seen in the case
study that many of the hurdles for strategic change were still in place. For example,
as the new explorative product was not taken up very enthusiastically across BG and
its legitimacy and its existence was questioned, it can be argued that the cognitive
hurdle was still in place. Resource hurdle was unmoved as well. The resources for
this new product were not ring-fenced. It got resources on the ‘best effort basis’
from other BUs. There was a big political hurdle as well. Not all the TMT of
the BG bought the idea of this strategic change and the existence of the product
was questioned. The problem that this new product was trying to solve was not
understood across the BG.

The steps prescribed by Kotter in Section 2.7 for transformation of an organization
were not followed. Although the employees of the BU were working at a good
pace, the product was delayed by many years. So, the sense of urgency to get the
product out was lost. There were no powerful guiding coalition that advertised the
product inside the BG. In the absence of such key influencers inside the BG, as
also mentioned by Kim and Mauborgne [48] in Section 2.7, the product was left to
be advertised by the members of its own BU and hence did not gain a widespread
legitimacy. If we see the strategy implementation from Weick and Quinn’s lens [49]
from Section 2.7, there was no widespread awareness of the product inside the BG
and even the resources were not committed across BU for the implementation of the
product. Hence, it can be argued that the strategy implementation of the product
was not optimal.

A good strategy implementation needs the employees to understand the strategy and
work to achieve it. This needs that people are able to make sense of the direction
coming from the top. Articulating the strategy well to employees, hence, is critical.
It may be argued that the communication from the BG was unclear on the strategic
changes. BG wide strategy was not widely available which left different BUs to set
priorities for their own product and hence the Stream series product in our case study
was left starving for priorities for the features which required resources from other BUs.

Hence, the vague strategy and unclear communication amplified the organizational
legitimacy issue and created the problem of resource dependence and group conflict.

5.1.2 Resource dependence – when resources are not dependable

Interdependence on resources from environment is one of the main reasons
that the outputs of organizations are unpredictable. The unclear strategy and
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communication led to the situation that the BU was not able to get into a dependable
relationship with other BUs. The resources based on which it needed to plan
and make roadmap for the future were not stable and assured and hence were
not reliable. Stability and reliability for exploration product is more important
than immediate profitability. The unreliable dependence on other BUs was one
of the main vulnerabilities of the product and created tension for managers of the BU.

Power is also attached to the BU which has resources that are necessary for the
survival of other BUs [28]. So, the resource dependence also creates a power
imbalance problem. This power imbalance was seen in the way the priorities of the
Stream series BU3 were handled. Most of the interviewers felt that the priorities in
the overall backlog for the Stream series product was quite low.

The unclear strategy, vague communication and resource dependence on other BU had
the impact that the effectiveness of the BU, its usefulness to the BG were questioned.
Effectiveness is judged by people outside of the BU. This external basis of judging
the BU makes the environment quite important. The unreliable resources from other
BUs reduced both the efficiency and effectiveness of the BU in our case study. The
BU had to invest its resources, energy and attention on proving its effectiveness.
The questionable effectiveness also created the problem of legitimacy for the Stream
series products and BU. As per Maurer [31], legitimation is the process by which
an organization demonstrates to its peers its reason to survive. And based on this
judgement, it demands resources, investments and information from its peers. As ef-
fectiveness of the Stream series BU was questioned, hence its legitimacy was in doubt.

5.1.3 Group Relations – Go south in absence of super-ordinate goals

In the absence of a clear strategy and communication, group relations are difficult to
manage. Competition for scarce resources, caused by resource dependence further
strain the group relations and create group conflict. This was evident for the Stream
series product in our case study as well. There were no super-ordinate goals which
both the exploitation and exploration activities could pursue. The BG was in
firefighting mode for some time and hence attention of the TMT of the BG moved
to short-term goals and exploitation activities. This also increased the status of
the exploitation activity. The resource dependence of exploration activity on the
exploitation activity further created a gap in the status and hence an imbalance in
the powers of the two BUs. Such imbalance of status between two groups also create
inter-group hostility, as per Section 2.8. Group conflicts when there exist a resource
dependence created further tensions for the managers of the BU in the case study.

5.1.4 Organizational legitimacy – A product of liability of newness, re-
source dependence and unclear strategy

Legitimacy provides stability to an organization and also give an outlook of reliability
to external environment. All the new organizations have a liability of newness
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and hence start with low legitimacy. As discussed in Section 2.5, legitimacy is a
conferred state provided by the external environment. Hence during the course of
their life, the new organizations seek legitimacy to gain trust, investment, stability
and resources for their survival. Organizations that are not able to earn legitimacy
find it difficult to survive.

The Stream series product in our case study failed to attract enough legitimacy for
its survival. If we look at the evaluative lens of legitimacy, the Stream series product
was not able to justify its right to existence. All the other BUs had customers
and a fixed product release cadence. The focal product because of its long-term
view lacked these items. The product’s problem statement was also not easily
comprehensible and hence it lacked even cognitive legitimacy. Many interviewees
agreed that the problem statement was not clear or the product was ahead of its time.

An organization that is not deemed as legitimate does not even attract resources
[97]. This is one of the reasons that the focal product in our case study did not have
reliable resource dependence relations with other BUs. This problem was further
amplified in the absence of clear strategy and clear communication from TMT of
the BG. Hence, the focal product which was suffering from low legitimacy problem
struggled to gain resources from other BUs, which further reduced its efficiency and
effectiveness and hence further lowered its legitimacy.

5.1.5 Exploration – A weak institution weakens further with resource
dependency and organizational legitimacy

Exploration are weak institutions [69]. This means that these organizations have
a greater probability of failure than the older organizations because these new
organizations have to co-operate with strangers, have very low legitimacy and have
to compete with established organization [74].

The focal product in our case study tried for isomorphism. Mimetic and normative
isomorphism were evident from the common practices and processes that the focal
product borrowed from the established BUs. Deriving practices and process of
an exploitative product in an explorative product may stifle the agility of the
exploration. This was also the view of the interviewers.

Organizations also try to institutionalize for legitimacy and resources. When an
organization look similar to an existing and established organization it gives a sense
of familiarity and trustworthiness. It was one of the findings that the focal BU was
different than the other established BU because it was working on technology that
was unfamiliar in the BG, and hence it was difficult for other BUs to understand
what this focal BU was doing. This further augmented the legitimacy issue and the
resource dependence issue that the focal BU was facing.
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Figure 14: Causal relation of vulnerabilities

5.1.6 Theoretical contribution of the discussion – A causal model of
various vulnerabilities for the case study

From the discussion above, unclear strategy and vague communication created
the fertile ground for various vulnerabilities. The most concerning vulnerabilities
that emerged from unclear strategy and communication were resource dependency
and group conflicts. There was no BG wide buy-in of the focal product and not
so evident political coalition promoting the product. This caused a problem of
organizational legitimacy for the BU.

Focal product was dependent on other BUs for critical resources. These resources
were not reliable because of unclear priorities. The problem of resource dependence
was magnified because of strained group relation among different BUs. The resources
in the BG were limited and both the established product and the new explorative
Stream series product needed them for the business continuity. This led to the
problem of group conflict, which further amplified resource dependence issue for our
focal product. Resource dependence also affects the effectiveness of an organization
and hence adds on the organizational legitimacy problem.

Exploration have the liability of newness around them. They are weak institution
and hence need legitimacy to survive. The explorative nature of the focal product
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and the focal BU made it a weak institution. Resource dependence further weakened
it and hence it created more legitimacy issue. All these issues combined exaggerated
the organizational legitimacy issue of the product and of the BU. This had an
impact that the focal product was stalled and organizational re-structuring was
performed to reduce resource dependence of the Stream series BU on other BUs.
The responsibility of the product development of the BU was moved to the BUs
which made the Nile series of products. This also mitigated the effect of group
conflicts and weak institution problem.

Figure 14 pictorially shows the discussion above and depicts a model of the causes
and their reinforcement in our case study.

5.2 Tensions permeation Model

Not all tensions or vulnerabilities were visible at all hierarchies of BU3. Some tensions
were strong at the top management level while others were stronger at engineer’s
level. We can see a pattern of how tension flew from one level of hierarchy to another.
Apart from the flow of tension, the strength of the tension also changed when moving
from one level to another. We have taken two point of views here to depict this
phenomenon:

• Top down tension flow view: This view depicts how the tensions which
were strong at the top management team level permeated and flew through
the bottom hierarchical levels.

• Bottom up tension flow view: This view depicts how the tensions which
were strong at the bottom level of hierarchy permeated upwards and flew
towards the top hierarchical levels.

5.2.1 Top down tension flow view

The top down view looks at tensions whose epicenter was at the top management
level. The view also depicts how the tension rippled through various hierarchies at
the BU. There are five different tension flow view in the top down model. They are
pictured in Figure 15 and explained below.

Non-permeable at boundary of Top Management and Middle Man-
agement Some tensions were felt just by higher management team. In the
Table 1, one such example is looking at BU3’s problem through the paradoxical
nature of explorative and exploitative activities. Paradoxes create organizational
tension [1]. The higher management of BU3 was able to rationalize the behavior
of BG’s Presidents and TMT through the lens of organizational paradoxes. Such
understanding was however not visible of in middle management team and engineers.

One of the reasons for this can be that the BU’s TMT attends such meeting where
the discussion on future of BG happens and where the rationale on spending OPEX
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Figure 15: Permeability of tension Top-down view

on exploitative activities are discussed. The top management team of BU is hence
aware of the paradoxical tensions and is able to reasons out why the balance between
exploration and exploitation is tilted towards exploitation. Most of the BU higher
management was aware that such balance is needed because of the extraordinary
challenges that the company was facing in the market. This view is depicted in first
picture of Figure 15.

Semi-permeable at boundary of Top Management and middle
management and non-permeable at boundary of middle management
and engineers Few of the tensions did manage to infuse from top man-
agement team to middle management team but did not further permeate to
engineers. One of the examples of such tensions is organizational legitimacy.
Organizational legitimacy issue was felt quite strongly by top management team
of the BU and mildly by middle management team, but engineers did not feel it at all.

Top management team of the BU deals with other stakeholders of the BG and sits
in the meeting where the OPEX, CAPEX and the priorities of the whole BG are
discussed. As the BU had resource dependencies to other BUs and IUs, the TMT of
the BU and sometimes even the middle management team were also in discussion
with other BUs and IUs for the resources. These are the discussion where legitimacy
is questioned and rationale for the continuous investment needs to be provided. Hence
TMT of the BU3 was exposed to such questioning. The engineering team on the
other hand is quite self sufficient and does not have any such interfaces where their
legitimacy as a team is questioned. On the contrary, the engineering team is working
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in the “state of the art” technology and they even prided themselves on this. This
phenomenon is depicted in picture 2 of Figure 15.

Semipermeable at boundary of top management and middle man-
agement and at boundary of middle management and engineers Some
tensions moved from top management team of the BU to the engineering team, albeit
with reduced intensity. Communication of strategy and lack of attention were two
such topics. The pendulum between importance of exploitation and exploration
shifted a few times during the time of the product and there was even a change of
BG President during this time. The message from top management of the BG, hence,
was not always consistent. Moreover, there were various channels through which
information was shared, so a clear message about the relevance of the product was
obfuscated. Another issue about communication was that not all top management
team of the BG bought the significance of this product and hence sometimes there
were contradictory remarks among members of the top management team of the
BG, which sometimes baffled all the employees of this BU. This view is depicted in
picture 3 of Figure 15.

Permeable at boundary of top management and middle management
and semi permeable at boundary of middle management and engineers
There are some tension which are visible at the management levels with higher

intensity and at engineering team level with lesser intensity. Unclear strategy part
is one of such tension. The BG was juggling its priorities between exploration and
exploitation for various reasons. There was also not a BG level strategy published to
all the employees of the BG. Hence it was sometimes a bit difficult to understand
what the priority of the BG is and when did it change. This tension was very strong at
the top and middle management level because these managers receive their message
from the BG TMT directly, so the unclear strategy clearly impacted them heavily.
The BU top management team in conjunction with its middle management devised
further strategy for the BU which was published for the engineering team. The
engineering team hence always had a strategy plan to look forward to and hence was
not overly perturbed by lack of clear strategy from BG team. This view is depicted
by picture 4 in Figure 15.

Permeable at boundary of top management and middle management
and non-permeable at boundary of middle management and engineers
There are some tension which are only visible at the management levels and

engineering team is oblivious to them. Resource dependency is one of such tensions.
As the product was new there were lot of requirements and features that were
requested by customers. So, the engineering team was heavily busy with the task
at hand. There were lot of critical features which were stalled because of resource
dependency on other BUs and IUs. The top management team and the middle
management team was mostly involved in these discussions where resources were
asked for. The engineering team however was not affected because they started the
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work once the resource dependency was sorted out. This view is depicted in picture
5 of Figure 15.

5.2.2 Bottom up tension flow view

The bottom up view of tension flow looks at the tensions whose epicenter was the
engineering team and how the tension moved upwards from engineering teams to top
management team. There are two different tension flow views as depicted in Figure
16. They are explained below.

Figure 16: Permeability of tension bottom-up view

Semi-permeable at boundary of engineering team and middle manage-
ment and non-permeable at boundary of middle management and top
management These are the tensions that permeated through the engineering
team to middle management but were not felt at the Higher Management level.
Existential challenge is an example of this tension. There was a back and forth on
the importance of the product when the BG President changed. One variant of
the product was also stopped. The rationales for the stopping the products were
discussed once the decision was made to stop the product. Hence, the engineering
team took the reasoning for stopping the product with some apprehensions. Moreover,
not all the TMT of the BG agreed with the reasoning for the existence of the product.
Hence there were contradictory remarks about the product by members of the TMT
of the BG. The engineering team hence had apprehension about the future of the
product. This tension also resonated in the middle management team. The higher
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management team of the BU on the other hand was able to understand the paradoxes
involved in the decision making of the TMT of the BG. Hence, they were not affected
by this tension. This is depicted in picture 1 of Figure 16.

Semi-permeable at boundary of engineering team and middle manage-
ment and at boundary of middle management and top management team
These are the tensions that permeated through the engineering team to middle

management and to the Higher Management level of the BU. Complexity of the
product is an example of such tensions. This was a new concept for the BG. There
were no precedence or previous experience among the engineers of the BU on this
topic. The engineering team also had to have a good knowledge of the previous tech-
nologies. Moreover the organizational structure of the company was such that not all
the experts on all topics resided inside the this particular BU, but they were scattered
around other BUs and IUs. Overall the complexity of the product was pretty high
and organizational structure amplified it. This was reflected in the interviews of the
engineering team. The middle management team also acknowledged this although
with lesser intensity. The higher management team of BU3 was juggling with other
topics such as gaining legitimacy and ring-fencing resources, hence although they
acknowledged that complexity of product but it did not attract their attention very
strongly. This view is depicted in picture 2 of Figure 16.

5.3 Implication for the research work

This section discusses the implication for the research work that has been conducted
for this thesis. The focus of the discussion is on implication for current literature
and implication for practitioners.

5.3.1 Implication for the existing literature

Duncan in 1976 [12] introduced organizational ambidexterity in current management
literature. The genesis of this thesis topic is March’s seminal paper from 1991 [2]
which proclaims that exploration activities are more vulnerable than exploitation
activities. Organizational ambidexterity, hence, is not a new phenomenon and has
been widely explored in existing literature. In the same vein, organizational theories
such as group conflicts (Sherif’s papers on Realistic group conflict theory in 1950s
[53] ), neo-institutional theory (Meyer’s paper in 1977 [37]) or resource dependence
(Pfeffer and Salancik’s book in 1978 [24]) are not new to the organizational theory
literature. This thesis generates new knowledge, however, by focusing on the
exploration side of ‘exploration and exploitation’ dilemma that most organization
face and looking at this dilemma through the lenses of organization theories and
strategic management theories.

The new perspectives that the thesis provides is the crystallization of reasons
that make exploration more vulnerable. These vulnerabilities are reported by the
practitioners of exploration activities and many of them are new addition to existing
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stream of literature. The topics such as the impact of organizational legitimacy on
exploration activity in an established organization or the impact of group conflict
between exploration and exploitation are new inclusion to existing literature.

Another important contribution of this thesis to the existing literature is the differ-
entiation of tension in different hierarchy of the organization. Organization tensions,
as per the finding of this thesis, are coupled with organizational hierarchy. Not
all organizational tensions that are important at top management, for example,
are important at middle management and not all organizational tensions that are
important at engineering level are important at top management level. Moreover,
these tensions are fluid and easily flow from one organizational level to another and
many a times lose their intensity during this flow. This is an interesting contribution
because it gives a hierarchical perspective to organizational tension, which is not
present in current literature.

5.3.2 Implication for the practitioners

The thesis work is based on real life case study. So, there are lot of findings from
the practitioners for the practitioners, especially for the top management teams.
The focus of the thesis is on studying the vulnerabilities of exploration faced by
practitioners of exploration activity. This research work puts a spotlight on few topics
that can be taken into consideration when organizational structure for exploration
activity is designed. To better nurture the exploration activity so that its survival
chances improve, especially in an established organization, managers need to focus
on questions such as:

• Should the resources of exploration activity be ring-fenced.

• Should key-influencers inside the organization promote the exploration activity
to improve its legitimacy problem.

• Should a super-ordinate goal be given to both exploration and exploitation to
reduce the group conflict between exploration and exploitation businesses.

Another important aspect that the thesis focuses on is the differentiation of tension
at different hierarchies of the organization. By being aware that the organizational
tensions at every hierarchy of the organization are not same, top management teams
of an organization may direct their attention on specific organizational tension at
specific organizational hierarchy. For example, if existential challenge is the most
severe tension for the engineering team then the communication and messages directed
towards engineering team should focus on answering existential problem related issue;
if legitimacy is the biggest issue for top management team of BU, then BG’s top
management team should create such environment inside the BG that the legitimacy
hurdles are removed for exploration BU team.
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6 Conclusion
This chapter proposes the summary and future work for the thesis. We also discuss
the limitations of the work done under this thesis.

6.1 Summary

The thesis is a case study of an explorative BU in a BG. The vulnerabilities of an
exploration activity in a well-established BG are studied and causal relationship
between these vulnerabilities is explored as part of this thesis. This exercise wedded
the organizational theory with strategic implementation and came up with two
models. The first model explains the various vulnerabilities and their causal effect
on each other. Through the lens of this model, the focal product in our case study
was reviewed. The focal BU was looked through the lens of various organizational
theories and various strategy implementation models.

The second model that the thesis brought to the fore was tension permeation model.
The flow of tensions across organizational hierarchies was studied as part of this
model. Some tensions are felt more strongly at higher management level and other
are felt more severely at engineering level. The reason for the tension flow and
change in its severity across hierarchical boundaries is explained as part of this model.

The methodological convention adopted here to discuss the vulnerabilities are like
a microscope, depending on the level of magnification used, very different details
will be visible. We have tried to look at the situation from few magnification points
of view. Other magnification points may crystallize some more vulnerabilities in
the exploration activities, for example what was the reason that the BG’s Higher
Management pivoted the strategy to move from this new product to classical product,
what kind of impacts did the change of BG President create, what kind of issue was
the whole organization facing when these strategic changes were happening, what
was the macro-environment like and what were the options that the organization
and the BG explored at these points.

6.2 Future Work

Lot of interesting topics can still be explored in this case study as a future work.
A longitudinal study on the case will reflect how the restructuring of BUs affected
the final outcome. The thesis studied the views of the focal product’s employee. A
complimentary study on the view of employees outside the focal BU as well as the
TMT of the BG will be a good addition to the research undertaken in this thesis.
Strategy change impacts when the change is in accordance with Kotter [51] or Kim
and Mauborgne [49] will be a good topic to explore from a strategy student’s point
of view. Another interesting study will also be to view the present setup of the case
study from the intention-action model [88] for corporate entrepreneurship.
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A Appendix

A.1 Interview Strategy:

Problems statement The aim of the interview is to investigate:

1. Do the employees at different level (Top management, Middle Management,
Engineers) working for exploration activities acknowledge their role in the
paradoxical environment of exploration and exploitation. Do they know that
they are growth oriented and will have a product in long term?

2. How do they reconcile with the fact that exploitation activity will gain more
focus because mostly in a corporate environment quarter to quarter results are
more important than a long-term vision?

3. What are the main vulnerabilities of exploration activities?

4. What are the main tensions that employees in the exploration activities face?

5. How do TMT of exploration activities make the paradoxical tension salient?

6. How do they reconcile it or resolve these tensions?

Themes evaluated

1. Organizational Tension: Looking paradoxical tension from one end (exploration)

2. Awareness of tension

3. Reconciliation or resolution of tension

4. Vulnerability of exploration activities

5. Motivation in exploration activities

6. Group relations

7. Organizational legitimacy

8. Strategy process and work

Interview Questions - Explored Landscape

Get to know

• What is your role in the team?

• How big a team are you leading?

• What kind of work do you do on a day to day basis?
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Categorization of organizational Tension (Smith and Lewis, 2014)

1. Belonging

(a) Is there tension?

i. How do you define the product to anyone? Is it another Nile variant
architecture or is it for example closer to IT world? (Where do they
anchor themselves inside or outside the company)

ii. Do the product developers feel more closer to legacy products from
the company or to IT companies such as Microsoft, Google? (Where
do they anchor themselves inside or outside company)

iii. Does the product get enough attention from higher management?
(Does the BU feel neglected)

iv. How aware is the Business Group of this product? (Does the BU feel
neglected)

v. Do people around you appreciate this product and understand the
value that it will bring to the company. (Does the BU feel neglected)

vi. What do you think is the main responsibility of the leaders of this
BU towards the lower management considering that this product is
more demanding in the sense of resources, market, customers etc?
(How do the leaders anchor the engineers/managers to BG3)

(b) How do the leaders resolve the tension?

i. What do you do to align people in Stream series products with general
BG3 people considering the work different than BG3 colleagues?

ii. What is done to make colleagues inside this BU understand the
importance of this product? (Increasing internal awareness to improve
belonging to the product, motivation in exploration)

iii. What is done to make colleagues outside this BU understand the
importance of this product? (Increasing external awareness to improve
belonging to the product)

2. Learning

(a) Is there tension?

i. How enriching is it to work in a new upcoming technology? (evoking
positive emotion, motivation in exploration)

ii. What is the difference in the work that people do at other Business
Unit such as Nile, Amazon Business Unit and this Business Unit?
(evoking the tension to learn new technology in comparison to other
technologies)

iii. How demanding is the work in this new Business Unit compared to
other Business Units? (Comparison)

iv. Do you think the effort vs reward for this learning is worth? (Effort-
recognition tension)
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v. Comparing your background in stable projects, how do you compare
the process of this product development with other stable products
that you have worked earlier? – (Evoking the chaotic experience that
is identified with exploration)

(b) How do the leaders resolve the tension?

i. How do you manage the challenge of learning new technology and
how do you help others to manage it?

ii. How do you motivate people to learn this new technology instead of
working with tried and tested technology? (motivation in exploration)

3. Performing

(a) Is there tension?

i. What factors increase the work demand on your day to day task?
(evoking daily work- related tension)

ii. How should the performance of this BU be compared against other
BUs? (evoking exploration/exploitation tension in performance)

iii. This BU is about growth more than profitability, do you anyways feel
a pressure to be profitable (Tension to be profitable soon/internal
legitimacy related topic)?

iv. Do you feel that people may feel discouraged because the output of
the efforts (the final product) will come a bit late compared to more
mature products? (short term vs long term related tension)

v. How are the incentive goals set for team and managers considering
that the final product is only coming in future? Is the incentive
structure different than other BUs who have a mature product already?
(Searching for implicit choice in the organization for exploration vs
exploitation)

vi. How do you perceive the external environment i.e. the signals from
customers for this kind of product? (Legitimacy/external environment
related tension)

vii. How do you see the momentum for this product inside the company?
(is there some internal legitimacy issue)

viii. How do you see the momentum of this product in the market? (ex-
ternal legitimacy issue)

ix. Do you feel that you are not able to perform to your level best
because of lack of support from other BUs or from higher management?
(resource dependency tension)

(b) How do the leaders resolve the tension?

i. As the outcome of this product will come in long term, how are the
people kept motivated because in other parts of the company the
output is short term.
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ii. 2. As the product is growth oriented rather than profitable at this
moment, how do you keep yourself motivated and how do you keep
other motivated.

iii. How do you ensure that the people in your team are paid well as
compared to other stable BU.

4. Organizing

(a) Is there tension?

i. How is the Business Unit resourced? How is your team resourced?
(turning focus towards resource dependency, management support)

ii. Does your team have all the resources to do all the work needed by
you OR are you dependent on other team business group for your
work? (Resource dependency related)

iii. What is your opinion of the current organizational design? (Organi-
zational structure related tension).

iv. Do you feel that this BU is equally important to BG3 as other BU
(legitimacy tension)

(b) How do the leaders resolve the tension?

i. How is the interdependency resolved in case of conflicts? How is the
product prioritized?

ii. How should the teams be organized to get best out of this product?
iii. Why do you think this design (that is proposed in previous question)

is not implemented?
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